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PREFACE

This book began with a chance meeting between Mary Ann Hunter (University of 
Tasmania), Robyn Ewing (University of Sydney) and myself, at the 2011 Australian 
Association for Research in Education (AARE) in Hobart, Tasmania. After our 
initial discussion and subsequent online exchange, the work of Gert Biesta seemed 
to resonate well with our common interests in arts education. In the following year, 
2012, the three of us presented a paper at AARE with Michael Gard (University of 
Queensland), specifically referencing Biesta in respect to our research with students 
and artists.

In 2013, Gert made an appearance at the Philosophy of Education Society of 
Australasia (PESA) conference in Melbourne, so we took the opportunity to share 
our work and look at possible collaborations. Through continued dialogue by 2015 
we were in a position to obtain funding through the Philosophy SIG at AARE, to 
enable Gert to join us and present at a Featured Symposium at AARE in Perth.

While the development of closer ties between Gert and the Australian research-
ers progressed, the Move, Act, Play, Sing (MAPS) project had begun in Auckland, 
New Zealand. This project brought together David Lines and John Roder at the 
University of Auckland, both already familiar with the work of Gilles Deleuze and 
Gert Biesta in relation to the arts in education. The symbiosis of my work, Biesta’s 
and Deleuzian philosophy opened up new territories in the MAPS project in many 
unexpected and productive ways. It appeared more was to follow.

In 2014 on another visit to AARE, I met David R. Cole who was acting as chair 
for a Symposium on Deleuze. It was only a matter of time before the two currents 
of Biesta’s work and Deleuzian scholarship converged into a publication which 
started to evolve in 2016 with the award from AARE to attend the American 
Educational Research Association (AERA) conference. Gradually, others joined the 
roll call of authors so that there was a sufficient number of contributors to embark 
on a publication, and Art, Artists and Pedagogy is the result.

  



x Preface

This excursion into Biesta and Deleuze presents many challenges, working with 
two overlapping and yet at times quite distinct philosophical positions. The hope is 
that at a time when the arts are having to reinvent themselves and their worth, this 
text may offer educators insights into the arts and resolve to fight on, but to do so 
on new terms of engagement.

Christopher Naughton 
4 May 2017
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1
PHILOSOPHY AND PEDAGOGY 
IN ARTS EDUCATION

Christopher Naughton and David R. Cole

Introduction

Art, artists and pedagogy are too often treated as separate and sometimes irrecon-
cilable activities. This book brings these three key creative capacities together by 
deploying philosophy at its most impactful, as truly creative thinking ‘in the now’. 
The theme of this book is ‘arts education as philosophy’, and it is to teachers work-
ing in whatever capacity, from early childhood to tertiary level, to researchers, artists 
in the community, or those studying arts in education that this combined text is 
aimed; it has been brought together to generate ideas and provoke discussion on 
what constitutes arts education in the twenty- first century, both within the insti-
tution and beyond.

There are two primary sources that form philosophical points of reference in 
this arts education text. Gert Biesta provides the first chapter from his book The 
Rediscovery of Teaching (2017), a phenomenologically informed work, that is ques-
tioned and reworked in each chapter through the introduction of the second phil-
osophical stream that works through the text, that of Gilles Deleuze (1925– 1995). 
Deleuze’s philosophy of immanence provides a theoretical platform for a shift in 
thinking around the arts in education in terms of the conceptual. Biesta’s work 
enables educational thought connected to concepts that he introduces such as 
‘grown- up- ness’ and ‘the middle ground’. Each chapter, building on these phil-
osophical streams, is designed to be informative and challenging, offering ways to 
re- think arts education from these two intellectual perspectives.

Deleuze and Guattari: curriculum and affect

Deleuze wrote many texts with Félix Guattari (1930– 1992), and their combined 
work has become the basis for studies in the reconceptualisation of pedagogy as 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



2 Christopher Naughton & David R. Cole

they offer alternative, shifting bases of relationality. This is in part a reconciliation of 
any perception of ‘the child’ seen as a potential ‘unit of production’ (de Alba et al., 
2000), or subject in the field of capitalist exploitation of surplus value. Deleuze and 
Guattari (1987) provide us with a sophisticated analysis of the ways in which capi-
talism captures the imagination from an early age and potentially commodifies the 
arts as part of this ‘apparatus of capture’. The juxtaposition of Deleuze and Guattari 
(1987) with Gert Biesta’s (2017) chapter in the same volume creates a unique 
opportunity for a provocative rethinking of the arts along philosophical lines by 
reconciling art, artists and pedagogy.

For those unfamiliar with Deleuze and Guattari (1987), it is valuable to first 
consider one of their key concepts, ‘territoriality’, and think how it relates to the 
arts. In education, the notion of territoriality has been usefully employed by such 
writers as Olsson (2009) and Sellers (2013), when observing children creating their 
own versions of a song or inventing make-believe characters in their dramatic play. 
Deleuze invented the term ‘deterritorialisation’, which explains the process of tak-
ing a territory and remaking it differently, such as the song or characters, to suit 
the child’s context. Having deterritorialised the song or dramatic play, children 
then ‘reterritorialise’ as they settle on a new set of characters or new version of the 
song, as they invent and reinvent, often with others, before the process begins again. 
While capitalism decodes, recodes and distributes products for sale through the 
exploitation of surplus value, including those psychic codes present in education as 
learning, Deleuze and Guattari (1987) simultaneously present deterritorialisation as 
a potentially singular and/ or collective form of engagement, that can be character-
ised as inquiry of a multiple nature leading to social, political and personal change. 
In effect, the term, deterritorialisation, which is central to capitalist functioning, has 
many levels, and is not solely exploitative, therefore opening up the concept as a 
potential arts-based fulcrum for understanding key processes in the world from an 
innocent and playful perspective.

This small example of the concept of territory serves to show how Deleuze 
and Guattari (1987) ask educators to think with and deploy new concepts, and to 
constantly exercise their imaginations in coming to terms with a philosophy which 
is always in flux. What is especially valuable for teachers and researchers is the idea 
that Deleuzian scholars are determined to remove and deny the constant reitera-
tion of binaries in education. For example, labelling children as successful or failing, 
correct or incorrect: in art –  ‘a good likeness’ or ‘not a good likeness’; in music –  
‘in time’ or ‘not in time’; in drama  –  remembered your ‘words’ or forgot your 
‘words’; in dance –  the ‘correct step’ or the ‘incorrect step’. Instead, the application 
of Deleuzian concepts to arts education allows for a connected middle ground to 
emerge, around the ‘and … and … and’, instead of the ‘either … or’.

Another problem faced by arts educators and the various curricula are the strict 
definitions and hierarchies produced for the student in assessment. For example at 
the launch of the ‘Task Group on Assessment and Testing’ (TGAT) in 1988, a dance 
teacher asked Professor Paul Black: ‘How can you evaluate a dancer moving to the 
floor in the terms of the National Curriculum?’  The answer was simply to reiterate 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 



Philosophy and pedagogy in arts education 3

the curriculum orders, to reduce the dancer and her actions to a description of 
the ‘elements’ of height, speed and duration. This short exchange typifies the way 
in which at the outset –  since the TGAT report became the basis of the National 
Curriculum for England, the affective in the arts has been removed. One could say 
that affect and to be affected could have interfered too much with the assessment 
process. Thus the move to the floor was not seen as affect, but became, as Deleuze 
would describe it, an ordered, striated response, that could only be seen in terms of 
a curriculum descriptor, and by proxy as maintaining the legitimacy of the State 
machine.

What Deleuze and Guattari (1987) offer is a means to reinstate affect and to be 
affected in arts education. Not to close doors on what the artwork can be, but to 
go beyond it. Rather than work always ‘within boundaries’, a favourite riposte by 
those seeking closure, Deleuze and Guattari see the arts as going beyond boundar-
ies, where new striations or limits form within new territories, in part through the 
concept of immanence (1994) –  a state of constant change where there is no begin-
ning, or end, and only a coming from the middle.

The primary set of philosophical ideas in this book comes from Gert Biesta, 
who provides not only two chapters and an extended interview in this publication, 
but a set of ideas to which each author responds. Biesta (2017) offers a different but 
complementary philosophical position from Deleuze and Guattari (1987), which 
sets up an anomaly and disjunctive synthesis within the same book, as a produc-
tive difference or philosophical position. To acknowledge difference fosters debate, 
something with which arts educators are starting to engage far more readily. Biesta 
elaborates on philosophical ideas taken from Dewey, Levinas, Foucault, Arendt, 
Derrida and Heidegger. His work has been widely read and valued by practitioners 
seeking a philosophical means to stem the tide of global standardisation and the 
capitalist enfeeblement of education.

What does this book have to offer by way of insight into the role arts can play 
in education? Art, Artists and Pedagogy is not a literal ‘how to teach’ the arts book; 
the ideas presented here are to encourage the educator to question practice and to 
reinvent pedagogy along philosophical lines. The book is not a philosophy text per 
se, in that the concepts do not remain in a space of pure philosophy; it is philosophy 
applied to arts education. Different theoretical framings by each contributor show 
what they see as productive and critical in the context of the twenty- first century 
and arts education. Above all, this book consistently works with difference to (un)
recognise how we view the world, and sets up arts- based thinking practice that 
informs art, artists and pedagogy, without embracing what is tired and/ or what has 
gone before.

Gert Biesta, in Chapter Two, reflects on the absurdity of education locked into 
an endless cycle of measurement and competition. Biesta produces an argument for 
the arts that avoids the pitfalls of individual expression and creativity. Referring to 
‘creativity’, Biesta shows how the arts have been instrumentalised –  to ‘only’ be seen 
as serving some other attributes, be it mathematical skill or other area of learning. 
Biesta continues by maintaining that the view of art as a place to ‘express yourself ’ is 
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a deception, when the reality is an insignificant amount of time offered to subjects 
in diminishing supply. Bound by rigid assessment procedures, this ‘express yourself ’ 
lobby achieves little for the student. The choice of what the student engages in as 
art and the quality of that art are taken up by Biesta who asks, how do we ensure 
quality, and what or who governs such quality? In turning to the subject, Biesta sug-
gests the we becomes in and with the world. This implies an acceptance of living 
with others, acknowledging our own as well as others’ desire. Likening this existing 
to a dialogue with the world, Biesta touches on the need for resistance in how we 
engage with others, where to be grown up, we must accept a ‘middle ground’ in 
coming to terms with desire. As a corollary, to not undertake this task is charac-
terised as ‘infantile’. This chapter usefully begins our discussion of Art, Artists and 
Pedagogy in education, confronting two of the most pressing claims that educators 
face on a daily basis: how to resist the repeated mantras that amount to a fabrication 
such as ‘creativity and expression’, and the courage necessary for teachers to take a 
risk, and encourage students to an encounter with the world.

In Chapter Three, ‘Dicing the meat’, David R. Cole undertakes a detailed analy-
sis of several Deleuzian concepts in the context of art taught in school. Taking 
as a point of reference Portrait of Michel Leiris by Francis Bacon, Cole considers 
Deleuze’s concept of ‘rhythm’. Rhythm is the ‘dynamic movement’ between space 
and process, providing for ‘co- constitution’ or the opposite, the potential to disinte-
grate. Rhythm is not easily quantified or measured; it is something that is felt, in the 
onlooker and artist. This depiction of rhythm includes the myths and legends that 
may surround a subject, brought into play in Bacon’s portrait. Cole then employs 
the concept of the ‘body without organs’ where the sensation of the artwork is felt, 
a process, Cole suggests, that can form practice in the classroom –  looking for the 
affective in a painting through unconscious feelings. This working with art removes 
the predictable, to see what may come next. In a reference to Deleuze, Cole sug-
gests that examining a painting such as Bacon’s Michel Leiris is a chance to engage 
with and not to deny sensation. Finally, Cole produces a number of recommenda-
tions for what can be done at this point in schools given the curriculum restraints. 
These include working with teachers to examine Bacon’s paintings to see what 
might work in extraordinary ways, with extraordinary objects, in a cross- disciplin-
ary context.

The theme of visual and tactile art forms the basis of Chapter Four by Mary 
Ann Hunter. Although there might be conventional attitudes to artists working in 
schools, Hunter carefully observes how the two artists that she selects, Selena De 
Carvalho and Laura Hindmarsh, work in a quite a different manner, not aiming to 
bring something to do with the students, but looking to engage with students in 
the school environment. The presence of the artists and how the artists work with 
the students holds a fascination for Hunter, who looks at the way that interruption –   
taking her cue from Biesta –  absorbs her in what makes education good, beyond 
curriculum frameworks. This area of the work process that the artists engage in 
has received little attention according to Hunter, who follows the artist moving 
from a teacher, and multi- purpose individual, to one who is in the school being 
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an artist rather than performing a teaching- instructor- training role, allowing for the 
potentialities of what may arise in the school space, and allowing for change and to 
be changed by what occurs. In a discussion of the tensions between the valuing of 
personal knowledge and the school, Hunter cites the pressures of the high stakes 
testing regime, and the need for a counterbalance in line with an understanding of 
‘grown- up- ness’. Countering the terms of achievement, Hunter asks if the curi-
osity aroused by the artist is the gift that is offered, which makes the interruption 
matter.

Turning from visual art, Christopher Naughton, in Chapter Five, looks at 
Deleuze and Guattari’s last book, What Is Philosophy? (1994). Identifying the three 
areas that form the subject of the book –  ‘percepts, affects and concepts’ –  Naughton 
examines the non- human impact in the derivation of the artwork. Percepts are seen 
as the primordial, the before man, Deleuze and Guattari seeing the materiality of 
the artist’s engagement with an as yet unclear work. This first process leads the artist 
to the experience of ‘becoming’ as the material envelops the artist, as in Cezanne’s 
landscapes or Thomas Hardy in his depiction of the moor in his novels. Affect is 
the transformation of the initial percept into a form, and here ‘blocs of sensation’ 
become recognisable. At this point the recognition of affect occurs so that colours, 
feelings, mood –  create affect. An illustration is given that places dance in a context 
where making is allowed to become, with the material interaction of the dancers. 
The impact of Deleuze and Guattari’s philosophy in relation to Immanuel Kant 
(1724– 1804) is examined, where the conditions for making are linked to profound 
thinking in relation to fixed and non- hierachical states of being. This argument is 
then worked back to pedagogy and the impact immanence may have on what it is 
to teach beyond the imposition of curriculum taxonomies.

A pedagogy of improvisation becomes the theme in Chapter Six on jazz impro-
visation, by David Lines. Citing his own experience in playing jazz, Lines, with 
reference to the refrain in A Thousand Plateaus (1987) by Deleuze and Guattari, 
discusses the act of improvisation and the sense of not knowing where the impro-
visation will go. Affirming a form of making that can be seen as an apprenticeship, 
each player unsettles the taken for granted in responding to each other in the music. 
Seeing free jazz as a way of life, an embodiment, Lines refers to this as ‘cultural 
work’, stimulating movement. Alluding to Biesta, Lines sees an act of responsibility 
played out in free jazz improvisation, where players lose their sense of direct control, 
or as Lyotard described it, a ‘synchronic’ relation connecting to the music requir-
ing an openness and a ‘grown- up’ approach. As in Biesta, Lines suggests that we 
be alert to the ‘middle ground’ where resistance is actioned between others. With 
reference to the origins of jazz, Lines sees the politics in the rhizomatic, nomadic 
movement away from capitalist enslavement transforming the educational process. 
It is through art that Lines suggests we may challenge educational theory, exempli-
fying this through his illustration of musical elements. Lines calls for a re- appraisal 
of relations in education, an alertness to the political and cultural educational space 
and the unforeseen, so that a new image of thought may arise to capture transfor-
mation as it occurs.
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The subject of dance, in Chapter Seven, forms the discussion of art in Nico 
de Vos’ writing on connectedness and intercorporeity. De Vos writes that it was 
Maurice Merleau- Ponty (1908– 1961) who first saw the body in relation to a pre- 
reflective level of consciousness –  while the subject remained at the centre. De Vos 
leads from Merleau- Ponty to Jean Luc Nancy (1940– ), in whom he finds meaning 
only in the gathering of more than the one –  where the body becomes singular 
and plural, touch emphasising the materiality of the dance. De Vos then refers to 
Jean Francois Lyotard (1924– 1998), and how the affective is explored as the obser-
vation of the artwork, occurring before thought, having a physiological effect on 
the reader of the work. The final point from de Vos is to affirm the value of the 
relationship in contrast to the ‘I’ and ‘we’ of Cartesian thought, to advance that for 
students, it is vital to learn the value of the inter in relations, the ‘between’ that phys-
ical movement in dance can achieve.

In a paper entitled ‘Thinking school curriculum through Country with Deleuze 
and Whitehead: a process-based synthesis’, David R. Cole and Margaret Somerville, 
in Chapter Eight, consider the parallels between Deleuze and Alfred Whitehead 
(1861– 1937) in the context of an Australian Aboriginal perspective and the restric-
tive curriculum that diminishes the Aboriginal culture. Employing Deleuze, Cole 
and Somerville explain a ‘flat ontology’, where forces and the underlying human 
and non- human identities are recognised as relational, without creating hierarchy, 
looking for ‘real experience’ or the ‘world as it is lived’. This ontology has been 
termed ‘immanent materialism’. The story of Chrissiejoy Marshall and how she 
undertook her PhD offers an interesting account of how a recognition of Country 
became her methodology. Cole and Somerville describe Aboriginal ancestral rites 
and the connection to place and spirituality and how this became a series of paint-
ings in Chrissiejoy’s thesis. This chapter explains how an Aboriginal Australian 
might embark on a sophisticated enquiry true to her own cultural process, with 
linkages to Deleuzian theory being explained in detail, to verify the significance of 
the encounter between two very different worlds and spiritual views.

Chapter Nine references many texts within Deleuzian scholarship, as jan jag-
odzinski embarks on a response to the overt humanism that does not recognise 
the inherent problems facing the world today. With reference to the Anthropocene, 
jagodzinski outlines the impact of the degradation of the world’s resources, climate 
change and the attendant natural catastrophes that have been wrought by capital-
ism. In a plea to look no longer at fabled humanist solutions, jadogzinski undertakes 
an instructive text in how to re- fashion arguments in the face of technologies that 
threaten our survival as a race. Looking to Deleuze and Guattari, their charac-
terisation of the avant garde is seen as working below the level of consciousness, 
disrupting our sense of orthodoxy and conventions in art. Recognising the Earth as 
Nature, we find the most profound reality, asserts jadogzinski, referring to passages 
in What is Philosophy? He continues by distinguishing the elemental in how the art-
work is formed through percepts and affects in a molecular fashion to become blocs 
of sensation. In taking the sense of What is Philosophy? the artist becomes the sci-
entist, artist and philosopher –  a new ‘thought brain’. As a result of the inheritance 
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of the artist, jadogzinski sees life creation and its survival, endurance and death as 
the key concerns of the artist. Citing Paola Antonelli, the senior curator for the 
Museum of Modern Art in New York, jadogzinski links hidden arguments in her 
exhibitions mimicking nature through use of nano- technological processes using 
biodegradable materials, acting as a critique of current global abuses. Works by Catts 
and Zurr, the TC&A, and Cohen and van Balen are cited as they create a capitalist 
critique while exploring problematic natural questions. Ending with his own posi-
tion jadogzinski looks to the educator, to question the use of synthetics from new 
‘materials and proto cells’, to embrace the difficult task of looking to a future with 
‘little certainty beyond a felt conviction’.

Robyn Ewing and John Saunders, in Chapter Ten, report on a drama project 
working with primary school age children, developing drama workshops from liter-
ature. They see this process as embodying both Biesta’s ‘grown- up- ness’ and Maxine 
Greene’s call for looking at the world through another’s eyes. Advocating a whole-
school approach to developing an arts-rich curriculum, Ewing and Saunders relate 
to Dewey in the use of drama to open possibilities by creating an empathetic envi-
ronment for children. Some of the insights in the dialogue between the children 
and the interviewers reveal an intensity in the exchange as the children discuss their 
process of making. For the teachers, the act of co- creating drama work with the 
children, not knowing in which direction the story will go, creates a new openness, 
as they join with the children in solving the problem, developing resilience through 
the task.

Juilianne Moss and Anne- Marie Morrisey in Chapter Eleven place Biesta’s 
existence, between ‘my’ existence and the world, in the context of global per-
formative based teacher education. Focusing on an example of ‘authentic’ prac-
tice, they examine the changing theorisation of subjectivity as opposed to identity, 
pointing out that the relation to oneself developing a curiosity about how subjects 
are formed is an essential component of the emerging teacher. After relating the 
official text regarding authentic learning, Moss and Morrissey provide examples 
of a ‘still life’ art class undertaken by a student and her commentary, revealing 
how her desires as a teacher had to match the desire of the children. Through the 
account of the teacher we see her coming to terms with herself, her desires, and 
those of her students as she learns to mitigate her own knowledge and skills with 
those of her class.

Beier and Wallin repeat Deleuze’s observation that what we lack is belief in the 
world. In Chapter Twelve they delve into the premise of the world as it is already 
given, denying any variation in contemplating the future. In pedagogical terms 
they see this as curriculum reform, based on the existing dominant discourse with 
a pervasive awareness of having ‘seen it all before’. The overriding sense is that 
anthropocentric (human centred) and anthropomorphic (human representation) think-
ing presupposes the reality of human thought and cognition, without any doubt 
being expressed. Looking for new ways to believe in the world, Beier and Wallin, 
through a reading of Deleuze, turn their focus on film as a way to see beyond our 
‘ordinariness’, and our usual way of being. The cinema, they maintain, acts as a 
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means to reflect on our current pre- occupations, to be critical; a way to re- think 
the world. How then, Beier and Wallin ask, might we envision cinema as a means 
to re- think the educational task with reference to Biesta? Taking examples from 
cinema, an exploration of the potential of film to re- think subjectivity, to ‘disrupt’, 
and seek new approaches to believing and existing in the world, is undertaken. 
Using Ant- Man (2015) and previous cinematic techniques, such as Vertov’s space 
and time displacement, reference is made to Biesta in how suspension can be consid-
ered as a facet of re- learning. Here it is not teachers telling the child which desire 
is desirable, for this becomes a question the child must answer. Reflecting on the 
Anthropocene we are asked how education might then proceed, when we consider 
the future of human survival. The question is posed as to how can we, as educators, 
adjust to an Earth without us?

Beginning with the reaction of early childhood teachers to ‘letting go’, John 
Roder and Sean Sturm, in Chapter Thirteen, address otherness and the task of teach-
ers to challenge and provoke. This is signified in the recognition of the other and 
the act of ‘grown- up- ness’ in making this acknowledgement. The task of the teacher 
becomes one of opening up spaces, where the student can engage their desire, 
which in turn requires the teacher to allow for a suspension in time. Roder and 
Sturm indicate how just as Deleuze demands much of the reader, the student must 
engage in struggle to comprehend ways of being. Using the reference to suspen-
sion, Roder and Sturm cite Deleuze’s seminars, where suspension was used to allow 
the thought of the lecture to dwell, and so allow ideas to evolve. This concept is 
exemplified in an account of a teacher creating an interruption, an unsettling event, 
in children’s dance. Roder and Sturm play out a sequence from a video featuring 
the dancer Adrian Smith, scripted as a story board for the reader to create their own 
suspension in following their text. In so doing, Roder and Sturm reinforce Biesta’s 
claim for the role of the teacher, in their account of the dancer’s interruption of 
children’s work.

In an interview with Gert Biesta, John Baldacchino, in Chapter Fourteen, 
explains his research focus on ‘unlearning’. This term is discussed with reference 
to John Dewey and many others, while considering how students are allowed to 
err to ‘break into the unknown’, allowing them to form a representation of their 
own reality. Touching on art and aporia, or contradiction, an argument is made that 
art engages between what may be perceived as existing, and different kinds of real-
ity. Continuing this argument Baldacchino states that the real is perceived by our 
aesthetic response to engaging in ‘illusion’, to transcend from which we can then 
unlearn by creating a critique of certainty. In a useful comparison of new and old 
technology, a discussion around mannerism is conducted in which it is urged we 
seek a place in which to remove ourselves from our immediate context, to ‘roam’ 
back and forth to seek art through unlearning, removing any ‘expectation’ in the 
art event.

Chapter Fifteen is a discussion chapter in which Gert Biesta reflects on Art, 
Artists and Pedagogy through the analogy of visiting an art gallery. Likening the act of 
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reading the book chapters to seeing an exhibition, Biesta observes how some paint-
ings may appeal in different ways, while we are not so sure about others. Biesta sees 
how this may be the reaction of readers to the chapters in this book, where recog-
nition might invite a certain sense of joy, or raise our curiosity to go back and revisit 
the text. After putting his case for accuracy in those ‘portraits’ that depict himself, 
Biesta comments on the ways in which the different concepts he has contributed 
were taken up by the authors. This is an absorbing, at times humourous, though 
scholarly account of the main arguments that Biesta has presented, undertaken in 
an improvisatory style of writing, touching on art, dance, music, film and drama, 
bringing the book to a lively and audacious end.

Conclusion

Rethinking philosophically around art, artists and pedagogy does not offer one 
simple way forward. Rather, this text seeks to avoid the imminent threat to the 
arts in education, which may be figured in myriad ways, such as those practised 
by financially motivated, techno- bureaucratic machines that often run schools, 
colleges and universities. In the end, to avoid the harsh reality of being sidelined 
in the curriculum because the arts do not return sufficient profit, or because they 
are too messy and their processes are too difficult to evaluate, educators have to 
reinvent new means of resistance to a dominant and often unasked for reality. As 
Deleuze (1994) has said about repetition, ‘we die a little every day without the 
arts’ (p.45), talking about the capacity of drama to be more than a representation 
of life, but to have the capacity to stir up the very forces of life. Education in its 
many guises has become ‘the’ exemplary practice reduced to repetitions of the 
same, and is therefore in dire need of the arts. Hopefully, this book can provide an 
antidote to the ubiquitous use of textbooks (now often uploaded and stored in e- 
clouds), to outcomes-based educational scripts with aims and pre- given methods, 
to standardised testing, to teachers not questioning their lessons, and producing 
student responses that are robotic and disengaged. When Deleuze (1994) says that 
we need the arts to stave off death, he is not making a relative statement, for death 
is apparent in the universal culture produced by current global capitalism. In 
many ways, thinking with the arts is about saving education from the repetition 
of the same; it is about changing the fear of experimentation, of the unknown and 
risky; it is about doing something new which truly engages with the life forces 
of the locale (Cole, 2011).
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2
WHAT IF?

Art education beyond expression and creativity

Gert Biesta

Introduction: what was that all about?

When, perhaps in a hundred years from now, educational historians look back at 
the turn of the millennium, they may well ask ‘What was that all about?’ They may 
well wonder how, in a rather short period of time, almost the entire globe became 
obsessed with measurable learning outcomes, with league tables, with comparison 
and competition, and with creating education systems that, in the name of lofty 
ambitions such as that every child supposedly matters, were actually producing 
insurmountable hierarchies and inequalities where few could win and many would 
lose. They may well wonder how the OECD managed to become the McDonald’s 
of twenty- first century education, not just as the organisation that suddenly was 
everywhere when matters of education were being discussed (as an ‘obligatory pas-
sage point’ –  see Callon, 1986), but also as the organisation that successfully pro-
moted a rather narrow educational ‘diet’ –  perhaps effective in terms of what can 
be measured but not very nourishing. And maybe some educational historians may 
also wonder how the arts became caught up in all this –  how art became redefined 
as creativity, how creativity became redefined as a skill and, for some, a ‘twenty- first 
century skill’, and how such skills were deemed to be important for survival in the 
uncertain world created by global capitalism. They will also conclude, with a sigh of 
relief, that in the 30s –  the 2030s that is –  the educational globe came to its senses, 
realising that, in its search for effectiveness and excellence, it had been creating an 
unsustainable monster that was doing the very opposite of what education should 
be doing –  serving humanity in its struggle for meaningful and peaceful coexistence 
within the boundaries of what the earth can sustain –  but instead had become an 
aim in itself, always asking for more.

If future historians can look back with a sigh of relief, we are, of course, still 
in the middle of all this, not just wondering how it all happened –  and perhaps 
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how we all let it happen –  but also trying to find a way ‘out’, an ‘exit pedagogy’ 
(Baldacchino, 2012), or maybe just looking for a way forward and, ideally, a better 
way forward. In this chapter I offer some reflections on the potential of the arts for 
navigating the complex realities of contemporary education, steering a course in 
between the Scylla of the high instrumentalisation of the arts in education –  that 
is, the idea that the arts should be useful for what supposedly really matters in edu-
cation –  and the Charybdis of educational expressivism –  that is, the idea that the 
educational mission of the arts in a time of ‘exam factories’ lies in allowing children 
and young people to express themselves and find their unique voice and identity. 
The educational significance of the arts, and perhaps the educational urgency of 
the arts, lies in art education beyond expressivism and creativity. At least, that is what 
I will seek to argue in what is to follow.

Art in the picture, a mixed blessing?

When we look at the attention for and the place of the arts in the curriculum in 
many countries, the situation, at least at first sight, does not look too bad. But the 
‘at first sight’ is crucial here, because what matters is not whether there is attention 
for the arts, but what kind of attention there is. Here I see two problems. One has to 
do with what we might refer to as the potential disappearance of the arts from art 
education, while the other has to do with the potential disappearance of education 
from art education.

The argument about the potential disappearance of art from art education is 
relatively easy to establish, as it is visible in the ongoing presence of instrumental 
justifications for the arts in education. Such justifications usually take the form of a 
statement in which it is claimed that engagement with the arts is useful because of 
its potential significance for or proven impact on ‘something else’ (for an all too 
comprehensive overview of such arguments see Winner, Goldstein & Vincent- 
Lacrin, 2013). In education there is a wide range of options for this ‘something 
else’. This includes the suggestion that engagement with the arts will drive up test-
able performance in specific curricular domains (most often those that appear to 
have a high status, such as language, mathematics and science), and the claim that 
engagement with the arts will promote the development of a range of apparently 
desirable qualities and skills, such as empathy, morality, creativity, critical think-
ing, resilience, and so on. Nowadays, claims about the alleged usefulness of the 
arts are quite often made ‘via’ the brain, and sometimes even just plainly in terms 
of the brain, that is, as the claim that engagement with the arts promotes brain 
development.

Aside from the fact that arguments like these reveal strong curricular and societal 
hierarchies –  where, after all, is the research that shows that doing mathematics will 
make you a better musician or doing physics will make you a better dancer? –  the 
issue here is that instrumental justifications for the arts do not really care about art 
and are therefore quite vulnerable. After all, if researchers or policy makers were 
to find other –  which usually means: cheaper or faster –  ways to achieve a similar 
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‘impact,’ art would quickly be removed from the curriculum as too expensive, 
too onerous and too slow. Or art would only remain because it makes schools 
look ‘nice’ –  which, of course, is a public relations argument, not one about art or 
education.

It would appear, then, that the only way to counter instrumental justifications is 
by way of non- instrumental justifications, that is, the idea of art for art’s sake. This 
would mean, in other words, that the only viable case for the role of the arts in edu-
cation would be to claim that art is fundamentally useless, that is, without any value 
beyond art. Such a move would only be inevitable, however, if we were to accept 
that the only way in which we can speak meaningfully about education is in terms 
of its usefulness, that is, in terms of a discourse that starts from the assumption that 
education is a techne (τέχνη) in the Aristotelian sense of the word (Aristotle, 1980; 
Biesta, 2015a), that is, a process aimed at the production of things. Yet the educated 
person is not a thing or a product, but a human being with an altered outlook. Or 
as Richard Peters (1963) has put it: ‘To be educated is not to have arrived at a des-
tination; it is to travel with a different point of view’ (p.110). This means that asking 
questions about the usefulness of education amounts to what philosophers refer to 
as a category mistake, where we apply categories that are inappropriate for the topic 
at hand or, in more plain language, that simply miss the point of the topic.1 Rather 
than asking what education produces, we should be asking what education means. 
And rather than asking what education makes, we should be asking what education 
makes possible (see also Biesta, 2015b).

The argument about the potential disappearance of education from art educa-
tion has to do with wider developments in contemporary education, particularly 
developments that continue to steer education in the direction of the production of 
a small set of measurable ‘learning outcomes’ in curricular domains that apparently 
‘count’. It is in the context of such attempts to turn schools into ‘exam factories’ 
(Coffield & Williamson, 2012) that another argument for the role of the arts in 
education has been emerging. In response to approaches that tend to turn children 
into objects to be managed in such a way that they produce the most favourable 
outcomes for the education system,2 the arts are brought in because of the oppor-
tunities they provide for children and young people to express their own voice, to 
give their own meaning, to discover their own talents, to enact their own creativity, 
and express their own, unique identity. In educational systems that reduce children 
to test scores, that stifle creativity or only allow creativity if it generates the ‘right’ 
outcomes, that are not interested in the voice of the student, and do not allow for 
the exploration and expression of the student’s own unique identity, the arts defi-
nitely have an important role to play.

What if? From expression to education

But it is here that we encounter a crucial and in my view often overlooked issue 
that has to do with what, above, I have referred to as the potential disappear-
ance of education from art education. While it is definitely important, not least in 
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education systems that just focus on a narrow set of ‘outcomes’, to provide oppor-
tunities for children and young people to express themselves, that is, to appear as 
individuals in the world, and while the arts have an important contribution to 
make in this regard, expression in itself is never enough. And the reason why this is so 
becomes clear when we ask a number of ‘What if?’- questions, such as: What if the 
voice that expresses itself is racist? What if the creativity that emerges is destruc-
tive? Or what if the identity that poses itself is egocentric or, with the words of 
Emmanuel Levinas (1991, p.44), ego- logical, that is, just pursuing the logic of the 
ego? These questions indicate that the educational concern can never be about 
the expression of voice, creativity and identity as such, but has to engage with the 
far more important and also far more difficult question of the right voice, the right 
creativity and the right identity.

Conceptions of art education that remain ‘expressivist’ in their approach, that 
is, conceptions of art education that see their ultimate aim as that of providing 
opportunities for expression without engaging in questions about what we might 
term the quality of what is expressed, run the risk of obliterating the educational 
dimension from art education. The quality that matters here is not the aesthetic 
quality –  or at least not the aesthetic quality per se –  but what we might term the 
existential quality of what and who is being expressed, a quality that has to do with 
how children and young people can exist well, individually and collectively, in the 
world and with the world.

It is one thing to say that education should be concerned with questions about 
the right voice, the right creativity and the right identity, but an entirely differ-
ent matter to determine what would count as right. We have been told that in 
the past people would look at powers outside themselves for an answer to these 
questions. In some cases religious and spiritual powers were supposed to be able 
to provide final answers to questions about life, living and human destiny. In other 
cases secular powers were deemed to be able to do this. And there has also been 
the hope that scientific inquiry into the nature and condition of the human being 
would tell us how we ought to live our lives –  an ambition perhaps still visible in 
the ‘neurophilia’ (Smeyers, 2016) of contemporary neuroscience.

It belongs to the modern experience, perhaps more so than to the postmodern 
one (see Habermas, 1987), that we have become increasingly aware of our own 
responsibility –  individually and collectively –  in engaging with the question as to 
what might count as right and good in our lives. And most of all, this is perhaps 
because we have witnessed on a global scale what can go wrong when we deny or 
surrender this responsibility and let powers outside ourselves decide. In this regard 
our educational age is indeed the age ‘after Auschwitz’ (Adorno, 1971, pp.88– 104).

It is at this juncture that we encounter the question of what it means to exist 
as subject –  as subject of our own actions, our own intentions and our responsi-
bility –  and not just as object of what others are inclined to decide or would like 
to decide about our lives. It is crucial to see, however, that to exist as subject does 
not mean that we just do what we want to do, without ever considering what our 
actions mean for, and do to, the opportunity for others to act as well. To exist as 
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subject does not mean to simply escape from any external determination, but to 
ponder the question of limits and limitations, the question of when, how and to 
what extent we should limit and transform our own desires in face of the desires 
of others and in the face of an environment –  a planet –  that just isn’t able to give 
us everything we want. To exist as subject thus means to exist in dialogue with the 
world; it means being ‘in the world without occupying the centre of the world’ 
(Meirieu, 2007, p.96).

This way of looking at education is obviously not child- centred, but it is also 
not curriculum- centred; it is not aimed at getting a curriculum ‘inside’ the stu-
dent. Perhaps the best ‘label’ for it is to call it a ‘world- centred’ approach (see Biesta, 
2015c), focusing on what it means to exist as subject, in, with and in dialogue with 
the world, material and social. From this angle, the educational ‘task’, which is a task 
for the educator not the one being educated, might be described as that of arousing 
in another human being the desire for wanting to exist in and with the world as 
subject, that is, wanting to exist in a ‘grown- up’ way (see Biesta, 2017b,  chapter 1). 
As all educators know, we can never force another human being to exist as sub-
ject, because in doing so we would deny the very ‘thing’ that we seek to promote, 
namely that another human being exists as subject rather than object. That is why 
the educational gesture must remain hesitant and gentle (Biesta, 2012).

Existing as subject: resistance and dialogue

Existing as subject is precisely that: it is about how we, you, me, each of us, exists. It 
is not about what we have –  our skills, our competencies, the things we have gath-
ered and learned –  nor about who we are. This means that the question of subject- 
ness is very different from the question of identity. To exist as subject is about what 
we do and about what we refrain from doing. It is, in short, not about who we are, 
but about how we are or, more realistically, how we are trying to be. But to exist as 
subject, in and with the world, does not mean that we simply do what we want to 
do, that we simply follow our desires. This rather means that we acknowledge and 
come to terms with the reality of what and who we encounter in the world or, to 
put it in more precise terms: of what and who we encounter as world. Existing as 
subject thus requires that we try to exist in dialogue with what and who is other –  in 
the world without occupying the centre of the world.

Hannah Arendt is helpful here as she has pointed out that to exist as subject does 
not just mean that one is the originator of one’s own initiatives –  the subject of 
action –  but that, in order for those initiatives to come into the world, they must 
necessarily be subjected to what others, as subjects in their own right, do with our 
initiatives. That is why existing as subject means that we are subject ‘in the twofold 
sense of the word, namely, [as] actor and sufferer’ (Arendt, 1958, p.184). To exist as 
subject thus means that one is ‘turned’ towards the world or, in educational terms, 
that one is being turned towards the world, that one is being shown the world.

The encounter with the world –  material or social –  manifests itself in the expe-
rience of resistance. When we encounter resistance, when something or someone 
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resists our intentions, our actions or our initiatives, we experience that the world 
is not a construction, and particularly not our construction, but that it exists in its 
own right. We encounter and experience, in other words, that the world is real. 
Experiencing resistance is in many ways a frustrating experience, as it shows us that 
there is something ‘in our way’, something that prevents us from realising –  lit-
erally: making real –  what we want to do or bring about. So the key question in 
relation to what it means to exist in the world is what we do when we encounter 
resistance, how we respond in the face of the experience of resistance. There are, 
broadly speaking, three options.

One is that our frustration energises us to push harder and harder in order to 
make our intentions and ambitions real. Sometimes this is indeed what is needed to 
get something done, but there is always the danger that if we push too hard, if we 
have too little consideration for the integrity of what we encounter, our intentions 
and ambitions will result in the destruction of what we encounter, the destruction 
of what offers resistance. At one end of the spectrum we thus end up in the destruc-
tion of the very world in which we seek to exist.

But the opposite scenario is also conceivable. This is where the frustration of 
encountering resistance leads us to withdrawal. We abandon our initiatives and 
ambitions because we feel that it is too difficult, not worth the effort, too frustrating, 
and so on, to pursue them. If the first response runs the risk of destroying the world, 
the second response runs the risk of destroying ourselves, destroying our very exis-
tence in the world, our existence as subject. We literally disappear from the world.

To exist in the world, to exist as subject, thus means that we try to stay away 
from these two extremes, although they are always on the horizon if we try to exist 
in the world. It means that we try to stay in the middle ground between world- 
destruction and self- destruction. Existing in this middle ground can be described as 
dialogue –  as being in dialogue –  as long as we do not think of dialogue as conver-
sation but see it as an existential ‘form’, a way of existing in the world –  not with-
drawing from it –  without putting ourselves in the centre of the world but leaving 
space for the world itself to exist as well –  hence existing with the world. Dialogue 
is not a dispute or a contest where there is always, in the end, a winner. Dialogue –  
trying to be in dialogue, trying to exist in dialogue –  is precisely where winning is 
not an option; it rather is an ongoing, lifelong challenge. It is the challenge to exist 
with what and who is other; it is the challenge to exist as subject in the world.

The middle ground between world- destruction and self- destruction is therefore 
a thoroughly worldly space. It is also, then, a thoroughly educational space, not because 
there may be all kind of things one can learn there, but because it is a space that 
teaches you something that is fundamental about human existence, namely that you 
are not alone.

Art, dialogue and education: towards grown- up existence

There are, of course, many definitions of what art is and many discussions about why 
such definitions are either essential or futile. Some definitions of art are explicitly 
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expressivist in their orientation in that they see the ‘point’ of art from the perspec-
tive of what artists seek to express: emotions, intentions, ideas, feelings, concepts, 
an inner self, and so on. Such definitions tend to focus on the conceptual ‘quality’ 
of art, that is, on the meaning that artists seek to express through works of art. They 
thus position those who are at the ‘receiving’ end of the spectrum –  as spectators, as 
perceivers, as listeners, as onlookers –  as being in search of understanding, of aiming 
at getting ‘the point’ of what is being expressed.

I am interested in looking at art –  across the whole spectrum of art disciplines –  
differently, not in terms of the logic of intention- and- reception, but in terms of the 
doing of art or, more precisely, encountering the doing of art. And what I tend to 
see there is that art is precisely this ongoing, literally never- ending exploration of 
the encounter with what and who is other, the ongoing and never- ending explo-
ration of what it might mean to exist in and with the world. The ambition there is 
not to master or domesticate –  which would ultimately lead to the destruction of 
the reality one is encountering –  but to come into dialogue, to establish dialogue, 
to stay in dialogue. Encountering the reality of paint, stone, wood, metal, sound, 
bodies, including one’s own body, encountering resistance, in order to explore pos-
sibilities, meet limits and limitations, and out of this create forms, establish forms 
and find forms that make existing- in- dialogue possible, that is what I see in the 
‘doing’ of art.

Viewed in this way, art itself appears as the ongoing exploration of what it means 
to be in the world, the ongoing attempt at figuring out what it means to be here, 
now; to be –  here –  now.

Existing as subject, existing in and with the world, thus requires that we do not 
simply follow our desires, not simply do what we want to do, but that we always 
‘measure’ our desires, bring our desires into dialogue with the world, with what 
offers resistance to our desires. Here we encounter an important but often ill- 
understood educational distinction between what we might term ‘infantile’ and 
‘grown- up’ ways of being and the point I wish to make here is that to exist as sub-
ject in and with the world means that we try to exist in a grown- up way.

There are several caveats here. It is first of all important to see that the dis-
tinction between the ‘infantile’ and the ‘grown- up’ should not be understood in 
developmental terms, that is, as a trajectory from the infantile to the grown- up, but 
should be understood as two different ways of being, two different ways of exist-
ing. ‘Infantile’ refers to a way of being that is totally determined and controlled by 
our desires as they present themselves to us –  and the latter is important because 
the question of where our desires actually come from, how many of our desires are 
really our ‘own’ desires and how many of them are fabricated by forces beyond our 
control, remains an open question. Nonetheless, the desires are there and it is up to 
us to do something with them.

If the ‘infantile’ refers to ways of being that are totally controlled by our desires, 
the ‘grown- up’ refers to a way of being where we try to give an answer, through 
our thinking and our doing, to the question of which of our desires are the desires 
we ought to have, which of our desires are desirable. To exist in a grown- up way 
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is therefore not something that we can claim to have achieved at a certain age or 
stage in life or after a certain amount of learning. It rather describes a way of being, 
a ‘quality’ of existing, where we are not subjected to our desires –  we might also 
say: where we are not just an object of our desires –  but where we are a subject in 
relation to our desires.

The key educational question, therefore, is whether what I desire is what I should 
desire, whether it is desirable for my own life, my life with others, on a planet that 
only has limited capacity for fulfilling our desires.

Pondering the question of whether what we desire is desirable, whether it is 
what we should and can desire, is not aimed at suppressing or destroying our desires, 
but about selecting and transforming them so that they can be a force for our 
attempts at existing as subject, in the world, in a grown- up way. Our desires are 
after all a –  and perhaps even the –  main driving force, the main source of energy 
in our lives, so that the very thing that should not happen in our engagement with 
the question whether what we desire is desirable, is that we give up our desires 
altogether, most fundamentally our desire to want to exist in the world, our desire 
for wanting to be here, now. Gayatri Spivak’s formulation of education as a process 
of the ‘uncoercive rearrangement of desires’ (Spivak 2004, p.526) is helpful here, 
although the question of coercion is perhaps a bit more complicated than what this 
formulation suggests.

One interesting implication of the argument I have tried to present is that the 
experience of resistance is not just an encounter with what is real –  to which 
I have referred as ‘the world’ –  but is at the very same time an encounter with 
our desires, because when we experience resistance we experience that what 
we desire in relation to what offers resistance is not ‘smoothly’ possible. This is 
why art is not just an exploration of what it means to be in dialogue with the 
world –  it is not just ‘outward facing’, so to speak –  but is at the very same time 
an exploration of our desires –  and in this regard it is also always ‘inward facing’. 
Art makes our desires visible, gives them form, and by trying to come into dia-
logue with what or who offers resistance, we are at the very same time engaged 
in the exploration of the desirability of our desires and in their rearrangement 
and transformation.

To put it more boldly then:  just as art is the dialogue of human beings with 
the world, art is the exploration and transformation of our desires so that they can 
become a positive force for the ways in which we seek to exist in the world in 
grown- up ways. And that is where we may find the educative power of the arts.

In conclusion

There is, of course, much more to say about the topics I have raised in this chap-
ter,3 but what I hope to have achieved is to outline an approach to art education 
that neither reduces art to an instrument for the production of outcomes that 
‘really’ count, nor advocates that the educative potential of the arts lies in providing 
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opportunities for the expression of voice, creativity and identity per se. The educa-
tional task is, as I have indicated, a more difficult one. I have not only suggested 
that in order for art education to remain educational it needs to take the task of 
grown- up existence in and with the world seriously; I have also suggested that the 
arts provide unique possibilities for engaging with this task.

Notes

 1 In this context see also Jan Masschelein’s penetrating critique of ‘productive’ thinking 
about education (Masschelein, 1991).

 2 Note that on this logic it is no longer a question of what schools can do for their students, 
but what students must do for the league table position of their school and their country, 
a point well made by Michael Apple (see, for example, Apple, 2000).

 3 For more detail see Biesta (2017a) and Biesta (2017b).
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